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0. INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with Gabor representation of (generalized) functions. By 
this we mean that a given function is to be expanded in a series involving 
Gabor functions that are located in the points of a given lattice in the 
time-frequency plane. We shall mainly consider lattices in which the area of 
the elementary cells of the lattice equals 1. 

In 1946, Gabor used these expansions for the simultaneous analysis of 
signals in time and frequency (cf. 181). Gabor stated that the above 
mentioned expansions exist for every reasonable signal, and that the coef- 
ficients in the expansion are uniquely determined by the signal. This 
statement is true when interpreted carefully, and the aim of this paper is to 
find out what kind of (generalized) functions are sufficiently well-behaved to 
allow a development in a Gabor series. We shall also consider the question 
of the uniqueness of the coefficients in the expansions, as well as questions 
concerning convergence. It turns out that the uniqueness questions can be 
handled with the aid of the main results of [IO] (in particular 2.12 and 
2.13); the questions on the existence of expansions are harder to answer, and 
require special care depending on the particular function. We consider Lp- 
functions (1 <p < 2) in detail, and show existence of Gabor representation 
for tempered distribution in general. 

1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 

We use exactly the same notations as in [IO]; also the preliminaries are 
the same. Any notion, definition or notational convention not explained 
explicitly in this paper can be found in the introduction or notations and 
preliminaries section of [lo]. In particular, P(Y’) is the space of test 
functions of rapid decrease (tempered distributions). 

* Part of the research leading to this paper was supported by the Netherlands Organization 
for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO). 
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2. PREPARATION 

2.1. In this section we introduce the notion of Gabor series, and we give 
conditions on the coefficients in the series that ensure convergence. Also, we 
give some results on the behavior of the inner products of (generalized) 
functions with Gabor functions. 

2.2. If a E R, b E R, y > 0, then the Gabor function G,(a, b) is defined as 

(G,(a,b))(t)= (+)V4exp (--$(r--n)2+2nibf-~~ab) (WEIR). 

We can regard G,(a, b) as a function located at the point (a, b) of the 
time-frequency plane. We note that G,,(u, b) = eCniabR -b T-, g,, where g,= 
V,WYY4 exp(--ny-‘t2) (cf. [ 10, Introduction for the notations]); we also 
note that Gy(u, b) is an eigenfunction of the operator (y/27r)(d/dl) + t, with 
eigenvalue a + iby. It is easy to see that G,(u, b) E S, the space of smooth 
functions. The Wigner distribution W(GJu, b)) of GJu, b) is given by 

WG,(e b)) = %, y) 2 exp(-2zy-‘(x - a)’ - 2ay(y - b)‘) 

(cf. [ 1, 27.12.1.21). 

2.3. A Gabor series is a series of the form C,,, c,,GJna, mj?), where 
a > 0, p > 0, y > 0, and where (c,,),,~,~~~ is a double sequence in Cc (we 
assert nothing about the convergence of the series). 

Note that we consider G,(na, m/?) instead of G,((n + f)a, (m + $)/3) as 
was done in [ 10, Sect. 21. By means of [ 10,2.2] we can easily carry over the 
results of [IO], and we shall freely use these in this paper, of course with the 
proper modifications if necessary. As in [ 10, Sect. 21 we shall assume y = 1, 
and we write G(u, b) instead of G@, b). 

2.4. The following lemmas are used to settle questions about convergence 
of the series C,,,, c,, G(na, m/3). Note that (F, G(u, 6)) = eniab(TORbF, g,) if 
FE P’, a E IR, b E IR (cf. 2.2). 

LEMMA. (i) Let f E 27. Then VCo,b,(G(u, b), f) E p2. 
(ii) Let FE 9’. There exists an M > 0, NE N such that 

I(F, G(u, b))l Q M(1 + u2)“‘(1 + bZ)N (uEIR,bEiR). 

ProoJ (i) We have $Jtr,o, 2’14 exp(-a(t - a)‘) f (t) E P2. The Fourier 
transform of this function with respect to the first variable is again an 
element of 9’ and equals $JCa,bj eniab(G(u, b), f ). 
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(ii) We have, for a E m, b E IR, 

(F, G(a, b)) = eniab- ““‘(F, R b + ia g). 

Now apply [ 10, 2.101 to derive the desired inequality for (F, G(a, b)). m 

Remark. Since yCaJF, G(a, b)) is continuous if F E Y’, it is a regular 
tempered distribution (after embedding in Y, of course). 

2.5. LEMMA. Let (c,,),,, be a double sequence in C with 

C nm = O((1 + n2)N(1 + m’)“) (n E Z, m E Z) 

for some NE N, and let a > 0, /3 > 0. The series ‘jJn,, c,,G(na, mJ?) is 
convergent in Y-sense, and the convergence is unconditional. 

Proof: Let f E 9. It follows easily from 2.4 that the series 
2, c,,(G(na, mP), S> is absolutely convergent. We conclude that 
c, c,,G(na, mj?) is convergent in Y-sense, and that the order of the 
terln”s in the series is immaterial. a 

2.6. DEFINITION. Let X be the class of all double sequences (c,,),,, in 
C for which there exists an NE N with 

c nm = O((1 + n2)N(1 + m*y) (n E Z, m E Z). 

Note that J+&, c,, G(na, m/?) converges in Y-sense if (c,,),,, E X, and 
that (F, G(na, mp)),,, E 3 if F E 9’. 

2.7. Remark. If F is (the embedding of an) L’(R)-function, then we have 
C,,.,,, j(F, G(na, mp))l’ < co. Also, if (c,,),,, satisfies Cn,m /c,,,I* < 00, then 
c n,nr c,,G(na, m/?) converges in L*-sense. The proofs of these facts are not 
hard, although not completely trivial. If F is (the embedding of an) L’(R)- 
function, then (F, G(na, m/3)) is bounded in n and m (even 
(I;, G(na, m/3)) -+ 0 if n2 + m* + co). We conclude by the Riesz-Thorin 
theorem that Cn,m I(F, G(na, mj?))l” < co if FE Lp(lR) and 1 <p < 2 (q 
conjugate exponent of p). 

2.8. The inner products of Gabor functions play an important role in this 
paper. We can evaluate them explicitly. 

LEMMA. ForaEIR,bEIR,xEIR,yEIR wehave 

(G(a, b), G(x, y)) = exp (- 5 (a - x)’ - 5 (b - y)’ + xibx - ziay) . 
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ProoJ This follows from a straightforward calculation. 1 

Observe that the Gabor functions are not orthogonal. 

3. TEMPERED DISTRIBUTIONS AND GABOR COEFFICIENTS 

3.1. Let FE Y”, and let (c,,),,, E X. In this section we shall investigate 
what we can say about the relation between the c,,‘s and F if it is known 
that F= C,,, c,,G(na, m/I). We shall mainly consider the case that czp = 1 
(this is the case Gabor considered in his investigations). 

3.2. Let FE cY’, and let (c,,),,, E .X. If F = C,,, c,,G(na, m/3), then 
we have 

c c,,(G(w m/O G(k W) = (6 G(ka, &Q> (1) 
n,m 

for all k E H, I E Z. If ap < 1, and (1) holds for all k and 1, then we know 
from [ 10, Theorem 2.81 that F = Cn,,, c,,G(na, mfi). If a@ > 1, and (1) 
holds for all k and 1, then it is not always true that F has much to do with 
c n,m c,, G(na, m/I) (cf. [ 10, 2.91). The case that a/? = 1 is more interesting, 
and in the remainder of this paper we shall only deal with that case. 

3.3. With the aid of Lemma 2.8 we can write (1) as 

C c,, exp 
n,m ( 

- 7 (n - k)’ - $ (m - 1)’ + nimk - ninl) 

= (F, G(ka, lP>> (2) 

for k E Z, 1 E Z. Now exp(dmk - ninl) = exp(xi(n - k)(m - 1) - ninm + 
zikl), so if we define CL,,, := (-1)“” c,,, d:, := (-l)k’(F, G(ka, l/3)), then we 
get 

2 cl,, ew 
n.m 

(3) 

for kEZ, IEZ. 

3.4. With every a = (a,,),,, f X we associate the periodic distribution 
F, (of two variables), given formally by 

~~ = C anme2ninz + 2nimw 

n,m 

(cf. [ 14, Chap. VII, Sect. 1 and further]; the condition a E 3 guarantees 
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convergence of the series). If we put c’ := (c~,),,,, d’ := (d,,,),,,, u := 
(exp(-(na2/2) n2 - ($‘/2) in2 t Zinm)),,, , then the system of equations in 
3.3 (3) can be written (at least formally) as F, . F,, = Fdr. This can be 
justified as follows. We note that F, is analytic and periodic (period 1) in 
both of its variables. Hence F, is a multiplier in the space of all periodic 
distributions, and the Fourier coefficients of F, . FCC can be calculated by 
simply convoluting the Fourier coefficients of F, and F,, . 

3.5. We are going to study the following problem in detail: given the 
periodic distribution B, find a periodic distribution K such that F, . K = B. 
To solve this problem we have to analyze F,. In what follows we write 

O=V (z.w) C exp -y ( 
ti' n2 - - m2 t 2ninz + 2lrimw t xinm 

n,m 
2 

1 

instead of F,. 

THEOREM. (9 @(z, w) > 0 ( z E R, w E R), and O(z, w) = 0 if and only 
ifz = i(mod I), w = +(mod 1). 

=o if k or 1 is odd. 

Proof. We have, for z E C, w E C, 

@(z, w) = C exp 
m ( 

-7q3’ 
2 m2 + 2nimw 

) 

(zt+m)). 

Now 

( 

2 

v ,exp -EL 
n 2 

n2t27cin (,t~m)i=8’(*(ztrm),e-“““), 

where 8, denotes the third theta function (notation as in [18, Chap. XXI]). 
Since 8, is periodic with period r we have 

O(z, w) = C exp 
m eYe” ( 

- $ m2 t 2ximw 8,(lrz, epnnv2) 
1 

+ C exp 
m Odd ( 

d’ ---I-m2t27timw)@3(7r(z+~),e~““‘2). 

409/83/2-Z 
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The two sums can be expressed as theta functions too, and we get 

O(z, w) = 19,(7cz, e--nn2’2) &(27rw, e-2z42) 

+ 8,(nz, eesa2’*) 8,(2nw, e-2n52). 

Using the relations between the theta functions and their translates (cf. [ 18, 
21.111) we get 

O($, 4) = 13,(0, eMna2/*) B,(O, e-2”42) - 19,(0, e-na2/2) e,(o, eC2”42). 

It follows from [ 18, 21.51, Example l] that O(& 5) = 0 (a/? = 1). 
We next show that (f, f) is the only zero of 0 in the square [0, l] x [O, 11. 

Note first that B,(?rz, eFnoYz) > 0, 8,(2rrw, e-2n42) > 0 for all z and w in R. 
Hence, if z E [0, 11, w E [0, 11, then O(z, w) = 0 if and only if 

We shall show that T, is minimal at z = f (strictly), and that T, is maximal 
at w = f (strictly), From this (i) follows at once. 

We have, by [ 18, 2.16, Example 21, 

ifandonlyifz=morz=m+fwithmEZ (cf. [18,21.12]).Itisclearthat 
T, is maximal at z = 0 and minimal at z = 4, for 

e,(o, e- naY*) = e4(fn, e-naW) = C e(-na2/*W, 
n 

e&, e- 7~9 = e,(o, e-~02/*) = C (-1)” e(-~a21*W. 
n 

As to T2 we note that 

e,(2nw, e-2”42) e,(2Kw + (1/2)~, e-2z4”) 
e,(2xw, e-2x4’) = e4(2nw + (1/2)x, e-2”4’) ’ 

and that by [18, 21.61, 

if and only if v = (M + 3)~ with m E Z (cf. [ 18, 21.121). It is not hard to see 
now that T, is maximal at w = 4. 
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As to (ii) we note that it is enough to show that @‘@/a~‘)(& )) > 0. We 
have 

a20 -= 
aZ* 

72*{0;1(7rz, e-naY2) 0,(2nw, e-2n42) 

+ f?i(7rz, e-na2/*) 8,(2nw, e-2n42)}. 

Noting that O;($r, eCnn2’*) = e;(o, eennY2) > 0, e:+, e 4/2) = 

e;(O, eenaY2) < 0 (cf. [18, 21.411) and that e,(n, cPZnb2) > 0, 
e,e, e -2n42) < 0, we see that (a’@/az’)($, f) > 0. 

Finally (iii). Let k and I be integers. Now 

ak+‘c3 1 1 
~ 
azkad ( 1 

- - = (2nQk+’ )J nkm’ 
2 ’ 2 n.m 

( 
2 

X exp -En*- 
2 

(-l)n+mtnm, “f”3 

and it is easy to see that the series equals 0 if k or 1 is odd. 1 

3.6. The function 0 can be expanded as 

c tk,(Z - f)“(w - i)’ 
k even,l even 

around the point (4, f). Here roO = 0, r2,, > 0, ro2 > 0. 
The division problem 0 + K = B of 3.5 is not of the type discussed in [ 13, 

Chap. V]; nevertheless, one can carry out the division (compare with [ 14, 
Chap. VII, Sect. 1, Exemples et applications 2, fiquations aux differences 
linies, case k = f 11). We find the following result. There exists an infinite 
number of periodic distributions K with 0 . K = B. Each two solutions differ 
by a finite linear combination of Cn,,, SF: ,,* @ SE\ ,,* (p > 0, q > 0). The 
proof goes roughly as follows (cf. [ 151 for the proof of a more general 
theorem).’ As B is a periodic distribution there exists a continuous periodic 
function C of two variables and k E R\l, 1 E [N such that B = ak+‘C/azk aw’. 
Let m, E R\1, m, E R\l be so large that (akt’/azk aw’)(@/@) is continuous if 4 is 
a test function whose derivatives of order <(ml, m2) vanish at (4, $), and let 
Cp be the class of all these 4’s. Now we can define (4, B/O) for all 4 E @ in 
such a way that (0 . w, B/O) = (I,Y, B) if w satisfies 0 - IJ E @. It must then 
be shown that the mapping 9 + (4, B/O) can be defined for all test functions 
4 in a linear, continuous way such that (0 - 4, B/O) = ($, B). It is seen at 
once that the solutions of the homogeneous problem (B = 0) are finite linear 

’ I thank W. A. J. Luxemburg for calling my attention to this reference. 
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combinations of the functions xn,,, 8:: ,,* @ SE: ,,z with p > 0, q > 0 (cf. 
[ 16, Chap. 24, Theorem 24.61). 

3.7. To express the non-uniqueness in the coefficients ck,,, (cf. 3.3, 3.4): if 
(citm>n,m and (c,“,>,,, give rise to F,, and FCC, with 0 . PCs = 0 . FCC, = F,,, 
then there exists a polynomial p in two variables such that 

CA, - c;, = (-l)“‘“p(n, m) (n E z, m E 22). 

This is easily seen by observing that C,,m(-l)ntm nPmq(-2ri)Pfq 
e2ninzt2nimw is the Fourier series of Cn,m S!$ ,,* @ S$ i,*, where p and q are 
non-negative integers. 

3.8. For later references we calculate C,,, c,,G(na, m/?) = Cn,m(-l)“m 
cbmG(na, m/I) (cf. 3.3) with CL, = (-l)“‘“(a, + u2n + u3m + u,nm). For 
notational convenience we consider the case with a = /3 = 1 only (the general 
case presents no particular problems). 

Introduce the function w by 

(-1)” exp(-rc(t - n)‘) (t E C). 
n=-cc 

This w is analytic, periodic with period 2 and satisfies 

ul(t + 1) = -VW, d-t> = w(t) (t E C). 

We further have ~(4) = ~“(4) = .a. = 0, w’(f) # 0. With this w we find 

2 C-1) n+m+“m(u, + u2 n + u3 m + u4 nm) G(n, m) 

= “yr) C (-l)m 1 (u2 - iu, - 2) 6m+1,2 - iu,(m + l/2) 6,+ ,,*/ . 
m 

The above function is a tempered distribution and has the form cm F,, 
where F, is concentrated in m + f for m E B. This is of course no surprise: 
we have (c,, as above) 

( 
C cnm G(n, m), G(k, I) 

1 
= 0 (kEZ,ZEZ), 

n,m 

so that we can apply [ 10, 2.121 (also cf. 2.2). Note that we have to shift over 
a distance f as we consider G(n, m) instead of G(n + f, m -k i) with integer 
values of n and m. 

We also see that there exist (c,,),,, E X with c,, f 0 such that 
c n,m c,,G(n, m> = 0. 
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3.9. If we combine 3.6 and [ 10, Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.131 then 
we find the following result. 

THEOREM. Let FE 9’ and a > 0, /3 > 0, a/3 = 1. There exists an i@nite 
number of solutions (c,,),,, in X of the system of equations 

s c,,(G(na, @I), G(ka, ZP)) = (F, G(h V>) (ICE z, 1E q. (*) 
n,m 

If (c,,A,~ and hA,m are solutions of (*) then there exists a polynomial p 
of two variables such that c,, - d,,, = (-l)n+mt”mp(n, m). Also, if(c,,),,, 
is a solution of (*) then there exists a Q E Y’ concentrated in the point 4 
such that 

- c c,,,,G(na, mP> * T,, g, = 2 (- 1 )neenn2T, Q. 
n,m II=--00 

Moreover, if both F and C,,,,, c,, G(na, mp) are regular tempered 
distributions, then F = C,,, c,,G(na, n@), where the series converges in 
Y’-sense. 

4. GABOR REPRESENTATION FOR TEMPERED DISTRIBUTIONS 

4.1. In this section we prove theorems about the existence of Gabor 
representation for tempered distributions. The criterion in Theorem 3.9 for 
the existence of such a representation is not very useful, since it is not easy 
to see whether or not a particular (c,J”,~ gives rise to a regular tempered 
distribution. The following theorem gives a condition that is much easier to 
check. For the sake of notational convenience we take a =B = 1 in this 
section, although the general case presents no real problems. 

THEOREM. Assume that FE Y” is regular, and let (c,,),,, E X be a 
solution of the system of equations (*) in 3.9 such that c,,-+ 0 if 
n2+m2+co. Then F=C n,m c,, G(n, m) with convergence in Y-sense. 

ProoJ: It follows from [ 10, 2.111 that there exists a polynomial Q such 
that 

F- c c,,Ghm) y g, = Q<z)H,,,(z) 
n.m 1 1 
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for z E G (cf. ]lO, 2.31; g, = G(O,O)). If z E IR, then 

= 2: c,,(G(n, m), G(O, z)) 
n,m 

= cc nmexp -E 
n.m ( 2 

n2-;(m-z)2-ninz 
) 

by 2.8. As c,, + 0 (n’ + m2 + co) we easily conclude that 

if z + co. Also, F is a regular tempered distribution, so F . g, E L’(lR). 
Hence, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, 

(RF, 8,) = fm e -2niZ’F(t) g,(t) dr + 0 
-a, 

if z-+ co. Now H,,, is periodic, and Q is a polynomial, whence H,,,(z). 
Q(z) -+ 0 (z + co) if and only if Q = 0. 1 

Remarks. (1) The condition on (c,,),,, can be weakened somewhat as 
the proof of the above theorem shows. For example, the proof works as well 
if we replace c,, -+ 0 (n’ + mz + 03) by lim,, c,, = 0 for all n. 

(2) If FE 9’ and F = C,,,, c,,,,,G(n, m), where (c,,),,, E X, then 
2v = cwn c-m G(n, m) as SrG(a, b) = G(b, -a) for a E IR, b E IR. 

4.2. Let F: iR + G be sufficiently well-behaved, so that the manipulations 
below can be justified (e.g., FE 9). In the division problem of 3.5 the right 
hand side of the equation F, + K = B is given by 

B(z, w) := c (F, G(k, I))(-l)k’ e2xikz+2ni’M’ 
k-1 

for z E [0, 11, w E [0, 11. We can rewrite B as 

B(z, w,=xla, F(f) exp(--lr(t - k)’ - 2nilf + 2nikz + 2aifw) dt 
k,l -cc 

=,p 
Znikz z F(,, _ m) e-n(w-m-k)2 
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(here we applied the Poisson sum formula), and we get 

B(z, w) = v,(z, w> w*(z, w> 
for z E (0, I], w f [0, 11, where 

v,(z, w) = c F(w - m) e-Znimr, 
m 

v2(z, w) = x e-n(w-k)2+2nikz, 

k 

for z E [0, 11, w E [0, 11. Observe that v&, i) = 0 (cf. 3.9), and that w2 is 
entire. We see that we can carry out the division B/O directly (that is, 
without using the result of 3.6). Assuming, e.g., that w, E La([O, l] x [0, 11) 
we get B/OELP([O, l] x [0, 11) f or every p < 2. By the Hausdorff-Young 
theorem we conclude that the Fourier coefficients of B/Q are in 1’ for every 
q > 2. Hence Theorem 4.1 applies, and we conclude that F has a Gabor 
representation. 

If we have an F such that v, E L’([O, 1 ] x [0, l]), and such that ) wlJp is 
integrable in a neighborhood of (i, f) for some p > 2, then B/O E L’( [0, 1 ] X 

10, 1 I) and c,,, + 0 if n2 + m* -+ co (this also holds if w, E L’((0, l] x [O, 11) 
and I,U, has a Lebesgue point at (f, 4)). Theorem 4.1 applies again. 

In general it does not seem to be easy to prove more precise theorems 
about the convergence of the series C,,, c,,,G(n, m). But if F is even, then 
w,(i, j) = 0. Hence B/O E L’([O, l] x [0, 11) under some continuity 
condition on vi in (4, f). Now, C,,m Jc,,I* < co, and it follows from 2.7, 
Remark that Cn,,(-l)nm c,,G(n, m) converges in L*(lR)-sense to F. 

4.3. We are now going to prove theorems on the Gabor representation of 
fE LP(R) with 1 <p < 2. We use the following theorem. 

THEOREM. (i) VfE L*(lR), then Tf := VCr,,,) C,“=-, f(w - n) ezninr E 
L*((O, 11 x (0, 11). Al so, T is bijective and norm preserving. 

(ii) rf fE L’(R), then Tf := v(Z,wj C,“= -a, f(w - n) e2ninr E 
L’(lO, 11 x P, llh and IITfIII,Io,IIx,o,lI G llIIll,R. 

ProoJ: (i) Take fE L*(lR). The functions VC,,,,f(w - n) eezninz are 
orthogonal, so 

2 

f(w - n) e-2ni”r dz dw 

= nz, 1’ 1’ If(w - n) e-zninr12 dz dw 

= I O” lfW12 dw. -03 
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Hence T is well-defined, maps L*(R) into L*([O, 11) x 10, 11) and is norm 
preserving. 

We now show that T is bijective. So let g E L*([O, l] x [O, 11). Let 
(c,,),,, the sequence of Fourier coefficients of g, and put g, := Cz= --, 
c IZ-*~~“‘~ for n E L. Then g, E L*([O, l]), and ji /g,,(w)]’ dw = 
~=~oo]c,,/2. If we define f(w-n):=g,(w) (WE [0, 11, nEB), then 
fE L*(R), and the Fourier coefficients of vcZ+wi C,“= -cof(w - n) e-*“‘“’ 
equal those of g. 

(ii) Let SE L ‘(IF?). Then 

Remarks. (1) By the Riesz-Thorin theorem the mapping T extends to 
L”(R) and maps Lp(R) into Lp([O, l] x [0, 11) such that ((Tf(Ip,l,,,,xlo,tl < 
]]f]],,n for fE Lp(lR) (we assume 1 <p < 2). 

(2) T cannot be defined on Lp(IR) with p > 2: there is an fE L’(D) 
such that $JcZ,,,r C,“=-,f(z -n) e2ni”w belongs to none of the spaces 
L9([0, l] X [0, 11) with q > 1 (cf. also [ 19, Chap. XII, 2, p. 1021). 

4.4, We know from 4.2 that for a well-behaved functionfthe Gabor coef- 
ficients are found by taking (-1)“” cnm, where c,, is the (nm)th Fourier 
coefficient of v/z . Tf/@ (I,v~ and 0 as in 4.2; Tf as in 4.3). For anfE Lp(lR) 
with 1 <p < 2 this is not possible in general. However, iffE Lp(IR), then 

’ lj ’ 
cim := 

tTf)(‘y w) W2(‘9 w> ~e-2ninr-Znimw- (-lyt+mjdz dw 

0 0 @(z, w) 

makes sense for integers n and m, and we show in 4.6 that f = C,,, 
4, Gtn, m). 

4.5. LetfE Lp(lR) with 1 <p < 2, and let CL, be as in 4.4. 

LEMMA. (i) If 1 <p < 2, then there is a C > 0 such that 

IGAS CllfllpWY~-’ + ImIyP-‘> (n E Z, m E if). 

(ii) If p = 2, then there is a C > 0 such that 

Ic~,l s Cllf I120x bl>*‘” + (log bV’) (n E Z, m E Z). 
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Proof Assume 1 < p Q 2. By Holder’s inequality and 4.3, Remark 1 we 
get for n E Z, m E Z (q denotes the conjugate exponent) 

,Cbm, <,,f,,, (id,,’ l~-2ninr-2nimw-(-l)n+mlq 
@(z, w) 

1 

l/Q 
x / y*(z, w)l” dz dw . 

We have by 4.2 and 3.5 for some C > 0 

I$;; /SC ((i-f)‘+ (w-f)2)-1’2. 

So we must estimate (replace z -i by z and w -Q by w) 

A := 
Zninr-Znimw _ 1,4 dz dw 

(z’ + w*y 

Write e-2ninz-2nimw - 1 =f,(z, w) +f2(z, w) +f,(z, w), where f2(z, w) = 
e27rinr - l,f3(z, w) =f2(w, z), fi =f2 . f3. By Minkowsky’s inequality we get 

A& 
112 

(1 i 
v* I”m, WI4 vq 

* i=l . -I/*. -,,* (z’ + w*y* dz dw i 

To estimate the second term in the above sum we note that Ifi(z, w)] Q 
2n min(lnz), 2). Hence the qth power of the second term can be estimated by 

1 
112 I2nnz (4 

i 1 
112 

(z’ + w2Y2 dzdw + 1ri>I/n 

(4n)q dz dw 
n -l/Z -I/* (z2 + w2Y2 * 

Now 

c I L/2 IzIP 
IZIG 1/n -l/2 (z’ + w2jq’* dz dw 

as q > 2. And 

1 dz 

Izl>Vn (z’ + w2Y2 = ‘W’l-qli”l>,,n,w, (1 +Y)d2 
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Hence, if p < 2, 

.J/2 

J I 

1’2 Lm WI9 

-v* -I,2 (z’ + wz)*2 dz dw 

,< 297?4+ ‘ip2 + 71 /wl’-qmin(l, (II Iw\))~-‘) dw 

where a = 2q~qt ’ + 271 f 2/(2 - q), And if p = 2, we get 

112 

I I 
“2 l.uZ> WI” 

_ ,,2 _ ,,2 tz2 + w21d2 dz dw < 2q7rq+1 + 2n + 272 log n. 

The first and the third terms in the above sum can be treated in a similar 
way. We find 

A = O(Jn(q-2 + lm1q-2)Yq) or 

= O((log InI + log lml)“‘) 

according as 1 < p < 2 or p = 2. Now note that (x + y)‘lq < x”~ + Y”~ for all 
x>O,y>O, q> 1, and that (q-2)/(1=2/p- 1. 

The case p = 1 can be handled in the same way (there is only notational 
difference). 1 

4.6. Now 1etfE Lp(lR) with 1 <p < 2. Let dfJk be a sequence in 9 such 
that fk-f in LP(lR)-sense. Now Tfk (cf. 4.2 and 4.3) is continuous. Let CL: 
be (-l)“m times the Fourier coeffkient of Tfk . w2/0 (that is, the ckz’s are 
the coefficients in the Gabor representation offk). Let CA, be as in 4.4, and 
let c,, := (-l)“m c;, . 

We have 

x (e- hdnz-him&V _ (-I)"+) dz dw + (-l),Z+"t+n", &k), 

where 

CW ._ .- 
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Put d:: = c;: - (-l)ntm+nm c.(~). Now d$ --t c,, (k + a~) for all n and m 
by 4.3, Remark 1 as fk-‘f in LP-sense. And 

fk = c CL? G(n, m) 
n,m 

= 2 dit G(n, m) + ctk) c (-1)” tmtnm G(n, m) 

=i 

n,m 

diz G(n, m) 

by 3.8. It is easy to see from Lemma 4.5 that Cn,m d$!G(n, m)-+ Cn,m 
c,, G(n, m) in Y’-sense. Hencef= C n,m cnmG(nT m)- 

We thus proved the following theorem. 

THEOREM. LetfE Lp(lR) with 1 <p < 2. Ifc,, = (-1)“” c)nm, where cam 
is as in 4.4 for all n and m, then 

C nm = O(lnJYp-’ + Im(up-') or 

= O((log (n])“* + (log 1 m I)“*) 

according as 1 < p ( 2 or p = 2, and f= Cn,m cnmG(n, m), where the 
convergence is in Yl-sense. 

Remark. From 4.3 and the proof of 4.5 it follows that there exists an 
f E L2(R) whose Gabor coefficients are unbounded. This is shown by using 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 

4.7. Theorem 4.6 enables us to prove existence of Gabor representation 
for arbitrary tempered distributions. 

THEOREM. Let FE 9’. There exists a sequence (d,,),,, in X such that 

F = Cn,m d,,G(n, m), where the series converges in Y’-sense. 

ProoJ Define the operators A, and A, of Y’ by A, G := 
((1/2x)(d/dt) + t)G, A,G :A ((-1/2n)(d/dt) + t)G (G E Y’), respectively. 
Let y,, denote the nth Hermite function for n = 0, l,... (normalization as in 
[ 1, 27.6.31). Then 

A, y, = (n/n)“’ yVnuI (n = 1,2 ,,.. ), 

A,yn = ((n + l)/n>“’ yn+, (n = 0, L.) 

by [ 1, 27.6.31. We know from [ 12, Appendix to V.31 that there is an integer 
k > 0 such that ((F, w,,) nek), E 1’. 
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Now solve the equation AfkG = F (G E 9’) in terms of Hermite coef- 
ficients. We get 

(r; w,> = (A tkG v/n> = (G, A :“w,> = c,,,k(G, vn+ z/J, 

where 

c n,k := ((n + l)(n + 2) . . * (n + 2k))“’ Ck 

for n = 0, l,.,. . So G := Cn c,L(F, v,) vn+2k satisfies F = AtkG, and 
G E L*(R). 

Let @,A,, be such that G = C,,,,, enmG(n, m), where the series converges 
in P-sense (cf. Theorem 4.6). Then 

F = c en,,,@ + im)2k G(n, m) 
n,m 

according to 2.2. It is obvious that (e,,(n + im)k),,, EX, and that the 
series converges in Y/-sense. 

5. FINAL REMARKS 

We conclude this paper by some remarks and comments. In 1946, Gabor 
claimed that every signal F can be developed (a/3= 1) as 
c n,m c,,G(na, m@), and that the coefficients c,, are uniquely determined by 
F. 

The statement about the uniqueness of the coefficients does not hold if F is 
a tempered distribution (cf. Theorem 3.9), and even the case that F is an 
element of L*(lR) is not easy to handle (cf. 4.6). Nevertheless, a/3 = 1 seems 
to be the only reasonable choice. For if c$ < 1, it will be hard to find a 
canonical solution (c,,),,, to the coefficients problem (it is likely that we 
have many solutions in this case; if we have a solution, then the 
corresponding series represents F by 3.2). And if c$ > 1, then the series 
corresponding with a solution of the coefficients problem has in general not 
very much to do with F. It is likely that in the latter case the coefficients 
problem is easy to solve (if, e.g., a/3 = 2, then we can introduce a function 0 
as in 3.5, and this 0 turns out to be strictly positive; also, the mapping 

(k - n)’ - $ (I - m)‘) ck,) 
n,m 

is invertible as a mapping of lp with 1 <p < co if a2 > 1.005). 
Among the functions that can be developed in a Gabor series are the 

polynomials and the distributions with period 1. If F is a periodic tempered 
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distribution (with period l), then the Gabor series for F has the form 
Cn,mW)“” c, G(n, m), where the c,‘s are the Fourier coefficients of the 
periodic distribution F/g with g = v’, C, exp(+r(t - n)‘). This is one of the 
reasons that we did not restrict ourselves to Gabor coefficients that are in I’, 
1’ or I”. Another reason is that certain physical interesting signals F have the 
property that (F, G(a, b)) is unbounded as a function of a and b. It may be 
proved, e.g., that this is the case for almost every realization F of a Gaussian 
white noise process. 

We finally make some comments on related results on the subject in 
literature. There is a connection with certain classical interpolation theorems 
stated in [ 17, Chap. V, Sect. 12 1: iff is an entire function with lim suplxo 
M(r)/r* < 72/2, where M(r) = max,,,=, If(z)], then we have 

f(z) = a(z) 2 exp (- + (n’ + m*)) f(n + im)/(z - n - im), 

where u is the Weierstrasz o-function. We could use this result with f = 
v, ew@*/2)@,F9 g>, where FE 9 and g = v, exp(-rz*), but unfor- 
tunately such anfwill satisfy lim SUP~+~ M(r)/<* > 7r/2 in general. 

Some of the sums arising in the proof of Theorem 3.5 can also be found in 
[5, 6, 1 I], where completeness properties of the functions G(n, m) (n E Z, 
m E H) are considered (in the references just given, and in [4], completeness 
means: if f~ L*(R) satisfies (f, G(n, m)) = 0 for all n and m, then f z 0; 
compare also [lo]). In [ 11, (38)) an example of coefficients (c,,),,, with 
c n,m cn,G(n, m) = 0 is given (cf. also 3.8); here the expansion problem is 
considered briefly. 

The operator T of 4.3 also occurs in [5] and [4], and can be used to give 
a quite simple proof of the completeness (in the sense of the previous 
paragraph) of the G(n, m)‘s. 

We refer to [ 1, 27.12.1.5; 9; and 2, Theorem 2.61 for continuous versions 
of Gabor representation of generalized functions. 

In a recent paper [3], the expansion problem is also considered, i.e., 
expressions for the coefficients are given; the methods used there are 
somewhat different from ours, and are probably more closely related to the 
approach suggested above in connection with the classical interpolation 
theory. 

Some numerical results are given in (7],* where it was found that the 
Gabor expansions have poor convergence properties in general. This is no 
surprise, of course, in view of the behavior (and non-uniqueness) of the 
coefficients (also cf. 4.2 and 4.5). 

* I thank Alan Weinstein for calling my attention to this reference. 
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